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The measurement accuracy of the Minimum Quadratic Difference (MQD) method when
applied to a high image density (HID) PIV test case is found to be better than it is for a
cross-correlation algorithm. Since the accuracy of the MQD method is not much affected
by the precision in determining the positions of individual particle images, the method is
extended to the evaluation of low image density (LID) PIV recordings. The evaluation of a
LID-PIV example with synthetic particle images by the new method is compared with the
evaluation of this case by a conventional tracking algorithm. The LID-MQD method is
then applied to the study of the flow in a liquid bridge . It is shown how the evaluation
quality can be improved by removing noise from the background.

INTRODUCTION
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an effective tool for measuring the whole-field
instantaneous velocity distributions in unsteady flows [1-3]. When particle image patterns are
recorded with a CCD camera and stored on video tape, unsteady flow phenomena and
instabilities as they occur e.g. in natural convective flow or in multiphase flow systems can be
investigated (see, e.g., [4], [5]). This technique is used here for measuring the thermocapillary
convective flow in a liquid bridge, a subject of great interest in microgravity sience.
The special flow situation implies that the PIV technique is applied in the low image
density (LID) mode. It is common to evaluate LID-PIV recordings with particle tracking
algorithms. These algorithms require a very high accuracy in determining the particle image
position that is most often defined by the center of gravity of the particle image. When the
particle image is deformed from frame to frame, e.g. due to the influence of noise,and when
the particle image is small, the positions of the tracked particle can not be determined with
sufficient precision. A way of accounting for such errors is to increase the particle
displacements between exposured; but this is not applicable in any flow situation.
An algorithm for tracking ensembles of particle images in a selected window (or:
„pattern“), the Minimum Quadratic Difference (MQD) method [6], allows to evaluate PIV
recordings with high particle image density (HID).In this method the accuracy in knowing the
positions of individual particles is not of such influence as for „traditional“ particle tracking
methods. Displacements of particle images can be determined with high precision by making
use of the gray value distributions instead of referring to the centers of gravity. It will be
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shown here that the MQD tracking method can be modified such that LID-PIV recordings can
be evaluated. For this purpose small interrogation windows including only a single particle are
applied. In order to improve the measurement accuracy the background noise in the recordings
is removed by subtracting an average obtained from a large number of frames.
In the following we shall briefly describe the MQD method and compare its accuracy
with that of a correlation algorithm when both methods are applied to the evaluation of
synthetic HID-PIV recordings. The modification of the MQD method for evaluating LID-PIV
recordings is then developed, and the modified method is tested with application to the flow in
the liquid bridge.
MQD TRACKING FOR PIV RECORDINGS
Description of the Principle
Unlike the „traditional“ tracking schemes no single particles but ensembles of particle
images, that we call here „patterns“, are tracked in the PIV recordings with high particle
number densities [6]. By two single exposed PIV recordings an image pattern G is selected in
the first exposure at the evaluation point (x0, y0). The image patterns at different positions in
the second exposure G’ are compared with this image pattern, and the differences of the gray
value distributions between G and G’ are examined. The displacement of the particle images
in the pattern is determined by the minimum of the differences of the gray value distribution.
This tracking process is shown in Fig.1.
If G, G’ are limited in areas („patterns“) of size M×N pixels and mathematically
considered to be two matrices

Fig. 1

Tracking ensenmbles of particle images by the MQD method.
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g(i,j), g’(i,j) are here the gray values of the pixels (i,j) in the two separated recordings of
particle image fields with a time interval ∆t. (m,n) is the position of the pattern G’ relative
to G. The areas covered by G and G’ are only small fractions of the whole particle image
field. According to Eq.(1) the displacement of the tracked pattern (m*,n*) can be found by
determining the minimum of the quadratic difference (MQD)
1
D(m, n ) =
M⋅N
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in varying the values of m and n.
Accuracy of MQD and correlation methods applied to
HID-PIV recordings
The accuracy that can be achieved with the MQD method is investigated with a set of
synthetic PIV recordings of high image density (HID). For producing a synthetic PIV
recording the values of position, size, and mean brightness of the particle images in a real PIV
recording are used, while the gray value distribution of each particle image is taken according
to a continuous asymmetric Gaussian (exponential) function. The latter choice reduces the
noise to that resulting from the process of digitization. The image density in these recordings
is 10 to 30 particle images for a 64 × 64 pixel interrogation window, which corresponds to the
HID mode, and the particle image diameters are 3 to 6 pixels (Fig.2). 40 pairs of PIV
recordings with different and constant displacements are generated by shifting the synthetic
recording in definite steps between 0 and 20 pixels. These 40 pairs of synthetic PIV recordings
for which the (constant) displacement is precisely known are evaluated by both the MQD and
a cross-correlation algorithm. This procedure allows to determine the error made in applying
the two algorithms to this test case.
The result of this simulation is presented in Fig.3. RMS values of the error (in pixels) are
given as a function of the chosen displacement. Note the different scales for the displacement
from 0 to 2 and from 2 to 20 pixels, respectively. The sub-pixel fragments of the
displacements were determined by making use of the three-point exponential curve-fit
proposed by Willert and Gharib [7]. The results of the simulation demonstrate that the
evaluation error of the MQD method is a periodical function of the particle image
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displacement with a period of one pixel and not dependent on the discrete part of the
displacement like that of the correlation algorithm. The evaluation error of the MQD method
is obviously smaller than that of the correlation algorithm except for a very small area around
the zero displacement.

Real PIV recording
Fig. 2

Synthetic PIV recording

Simulation of the PIV recordings in a 64 64-pixel interrogation window

Fig. 3 The RMS errors of the displacement for a 64 × 64-pixel interrogation window by using correlation
algorithm and MQD method

MQD evaluation of LID-PIV recordings
The MQD tracking algorithm can be adopted to the evaluation of LID-PIV recordings
by selecting small interrogation windows, each of them including only one single particle
image. The position of the interrogation windows must be known, and it is necessary, in a first
step, to identify the particle images and determine their positions in the first exposure. Since
the evaluation accuracy of the MQD method is not very sensitive on the precision with which
the locations of the particle images are known, a simple way of determining the positions of
the interrogation windows can be used. For this, pixels having a local maximum intensity
greater than a chosen gray value are selected in the first recording (particle images must have a
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gray value higher than the background). These pixels present the central portions of the
particle images. In the further processing the number of pixels belonging to one particle image
is reduced to one, so that each particle image in the recording is represented by one pixel only,
and the interrogation window is generated with the center at this pixel.
Details of this MQD tracking method for LID-PIV recordings are given in the
dissertation of Gui [8]. The accuracy of the MQD method is compared with that achieved with
a „conventional“ tracking algorithm, with which the particle pairs are determined by
minimizing the quadratic difference of the size, mean brightness and shape of particle images
[5], [9]. The two methods are applied here to the evaluation of a synthetic recording whose
particle image distribution is similar to the case shown in Fig. 2 right. The size of the recording
is 256 × 256 pixels, and the coordinates of the displacement obtained by shifting the recording
are Sx= -1.5 pixel and Sy= 1.5 pixel. For the MQD method a window size of 15 × 15 pixels is
used.
The results of this evaluation are shown in Fig.4. The velocity distributions in form of
vector plots as obtained by the MQD method and the tracking algorithm are given in Fig.4 a
and c, respectively. The displacements determined with the conventional tracking methods
refer to the centers of gravity of the particle images. It can be seen that the vectors are not all
parallel and of constant length, as it should be with a perfect evaluation. The deviations from
the given displacement are displayed in Fig.4 b and d. Note the different scales of the vectors
in Fig.4 a,b and 4 c,d, respectively. It is obvious that the evaluation by the LID-MQD method
results in smaller and fewer errors as compared to the evaluation by „pure“ particle tracking.
EXPERIMENT
The liquid bridge investigated is a drop of silicon oil hold between two thermo-rods
with a diameter of 6 mm. The oil is seeded with 20µm particles. A temperature difference
between the two rods induces a thermocapillary convective flow. A horizontal light-sheet
generated with a He-Ne laser illuminates a cross-section of the liquid bridge. This illuminated
flow field is observed by a CCD camera through a glass window mounted in the lower rod and
a mirror at 45° incidence. An image of the flow field is displayed on a TV monitor, and time
sequences are recorded on video tape (Fig.5).
The video frames are digitized and stored in a computer with a format of 768 × 512
pixels. Three recordings separated by a time interval of about 1 s are shown in Fig.6. The
diameter of the investigated cross-section of the liquid bridge is 450 pixels in the digital
recording and 4mm in the object plane. The recording quality is affected by light reflections
from the boundary of the bridge and by particles stuck on the boundary and the glass window.
In the recording this noise is visible in form of bright spots and irregular gray values of the
background. The positions of these disturbances are constant from frame to frame, as
indicated by the arrows in Fig.6. This allows to remove the noise from the recordings by the
following procedure: The gray value content of a large number of recordings is superimposed
and averaged. Since the positions of the particle images vary from frame to frame, the result of
the averaging is the distribution of the (locally constant) disturbances. This average noise
distribution is then subtracted from each individual recording, and the contrast of the particle
images is thereby enhanced.
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Fig. 4 Accuracy test of the MQD tracking method for LID-PIV recordings: (a) evaluation results of a
simulated PIV recording pair with the MQD tracking method; (b) evaluation result of the same recording pair
with a particle tracking technique; (c) error distribution of the evaluation result with the MQD tracking
method; (d) error distribution of the evaluation result with the particle tracking technique.

EXSAMPLES AND RESULTS
Two consecutive recordings of the flow in the liquid bridge, having sizes of
450 × 450 pixels and separated by a time interval ∆t = 20 ms (Fig.7 a,b) are evaluated with the
LID-MQD tracking method and a 15 × 15 pixel interrogation window; the result (Fig.7 c)
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exhibits a number of obviously erroneous vectors. 56 consecutive frames from the video tape
were used to form the average noise pattern (Fig.8) which was then subtracted from the two
patterns shown in Fig.7 a,b. The evaluation of the pair of recordings that were „cleaned“ in
this way (Fig.9 a,b) results in a velocity distribution that, on a first glance, is free of wrong
velocity vectors (Fig.9 c). The result shown here is in agreement with a detailed analysis of the
instability modes occuring in the flow of a liquid bridge [10].

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the experimental set up for the PIV measurement in a horizontal cross-section
of a liquid bridge

Fig. 6

Examples of the LID-PIV recordings taken in the liquid bridge at different times
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Fig. 7

A pair of the PIV recordings (a,b) and the evaluation result (c)

SUMMARY
It is shown that the accuracy of the Minimum Quadratic Difference (MQD) method in
evaluating high image density (HID) PIV recordings is better than for conventional correlation
algorithms. In view of this advantage the MQD tracking algorithm is extended here such that
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also low image density (LID) PIV recordings can be evaluated. The accuracy in determining
the positions of the single particle images does not affect the final result obtainable with the
new method as severely as it is the case for „traditional“ tracking algorithms. This advantage
of the LID-MQD method is exemplified with a test case in which a synthetic LID-PIV
recording is used. The real flow pattern in a liquid bridge is then investigated. A good result,
free of erroneous velocity vectors, is obtained, after the disturbing influence of background
noise has been removed.
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Fig. 8

Average recording of 56 LID-PIV recordings taken in the liquid bridge.
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Fig. 9

Improved recording pair ( a, b ) and the evaluation result ( c )
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